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The CIVITAS Learning Centre provides capacity-building for urban transport professionals. 
The e-courses, trainings and placements it offers are designed to result in lasting knowledge 
and skills. 

Enhanced capacities will enable professionals to work more effectively and create larger impacts 
with their urban mobility projects. By taking part in the CIVITAS Learning Centre, cities show that 
they are committed to the development of their staff’s professional skills.

The CIVITAS Learning Centre is part of CIVITAS, the European Commission’s initiative for more 
sustainable urban mobility. This booklet provides an overview of the approach and programme 
of that Learning Centre. 

Dear professionals and city authorities, our common efforts will make European cities the 
most mobile and greenest cities in the world, driving prosperity and ensuring EU citizens a 
high quality of life.

I wish you a very good time in taking part in these e-courses, trainings and placements!

Isabelle Maës
Policy Officer for CIVITAS
European Commission

WELCOME!
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The Learning Centre is built around 
three ‘types’ of learning: e-courses, 
in-person training and placements. 
Going up from the base of the pyramid 
(see figure below), the number of 
participants decreases, while the 
personal attention given to attendees 
grows. The right side conveys that the 
focus of the e-courses is on gaining 
knowledge, while this slowly shifts to 
learning new skills in a placement.

E-course(s) can be followed individually, taking as much time as needed to gain new 
knowledge, take note of other cities’ measures, and translate this into practice. E-courses end 
with an e-test. 

The in-person training gives participants the opportunity to learn with others, and to exchange 
knowledge and experience with other mobility experts. Participants translate their knowledge 
into practice with dedicated assignments which they work on during the training.

The placement is the ultimate chance to work on a concrete local challenge in a new 
environment. Developing new skills is important, with an emphasis on ‘do and experience’. 
Participants reflect on their own learning and prepare a portfolio about it.

APPROACH TO PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

The CIVITAS Learning Centre is based on Kolb’s experiential learning cycle. It is a systematic 
approach to work with practical experiences and theories and to derive learning from this 
process.
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CERTIFICATION

Following the training elements in the 
course packages, participants gain 
knowledge and develop new skills. In order 
to show this, the elements of the course 
packages all have their own tests. If a 
participant passes a test, a (digital) 
certificate will be provided. In this way, all 
steps contributing to the new skills and 
competences are documented. If the whole 
course package is finished, a separate 
certificate is provided, stating that the 
participant has gained knowledge on a 
certain theme and has given proof of his or 
her new skills in a topic e.g. Car Independent 
Lifestyles.

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

Oct-‘15 Nov-‘15 Dec-‘15 Jan- ‘16 Feb-‘16 Mar-‘16 Apr-‘16 May-‘16 Jun- ‘16 Jul-‘16

E-COURSES (expected launch dates)

Transport and mobility – fundamentals • • • • • • • • • •

SUMP basics • • • • • • • • • •

Bike sharing • • • • • • • • • •

Mobility management (general) • • • • • • • • • •

Public involvement • • • • • • • • • •

ITS and Network management • • • • • • • • •

Sharing / car pooling • • • • • • • •

Mobility management for companies • • • • • • • •

Mobility management for schools • • • • • • • •

Gamification • • • • • • •

Clean buses • • • • • •

Inter modal hubs • • • • • •

Cycling • • • • •

TRAININGS

Mobility management 9 Oct

Access Management 18 Nov

Gamification 18 Feb

Urban Logistics (tbc) •

Cycling 2.0 (tbc) •

Evaluation of urban mobility projects (tbc) •

Design of intermodal hubs (tbc) •
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E-COURSES

The main focus of an e-course is gaining knowledge rather than practising skills.

An e-course is an individual course followed online. The course covers various topics and ends 
with an online test. All e-courses start with an introduction on the goals of the e-course, the 
structure of the course and what is expected of the participant.

An e-course consists of five to seven blocks depending on the topic. Participants can watch 
video clips, read articles or other texts, and work on small assignments. 

E-courses can be followed at any time anywhere at a pace that suits the participant. Courses 
can be started, paused, continued and finalised as needed.

How to participate?
Visit www.civitas.eu/learning-centre. From this page you can access the platform for 
e-courses. You will be asked to create an account (free of charge). After registration you can 
enrol in all available e-courses.

Time required
One e-course takes approximately 30-90 
minutes. 

Certification
Upon successful completion of each course 
and final test, participants receive a CIVITAS 
Learning Centre Certificate.

For more information contact the CIVITAS 
Learning Centre at learningcentre@civitas.eu

mailto:learningcentre%40civitas.eu%0D?subject=
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E-COURSE: TRAFFIC AND MOBILITY – FUNDAMENTALS

The objective of this e-course is to provide participants with the fundamental basics of the 
traffic and mobility system. Participants will gain a better understanding of the system, 
increase the effectiveness of their problem analysis and enhance their policy making and 
implementation capabilities. 

Overview
• Three market model approach to the transport system
• Spatial planning and transport networks
• Behavioural aspects
• Modelling and monitoring
• Policy making

E-COURSE: SUMP BASICS

This course provides an introduction to sustainable urban mobility planning. It gives an 
overview of the SUMP concept and its benefits, describes the ever-growing importance of 
SUMPs in Europe, and provides a closer look at the SUMP development process as well as the 
challenges cities often face when developing and implementing a SUMP.

Overview
• SUMP characteristics, background and context
• Preparations of a SUMP
• Developing vision, setting targets and defining measures
• Implementation: responsibilities, funding and monitoring

E-COURSE: MOBILITY MANAGEMENT

After this course participants will understand the basic principles of mobility management, a 
cost-efficient method to promote sustainable urban transport. 

Overview
• What is mobility management?
• Services
• Domains of application
• Examples and cases
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E-COURSE: BIKE SHARING

Bike sharing can help to reduce motorised traffic and carbon emissions and encourage a less 
car-dependent lifestyle. This e-course provides an introduction into the concept of bike sharing 
and shares the experiences and strategies of different cities which already have implemented 
bike sharing schemes.

Overview
• What is bike sharing?
• Bike sharing schemes
• Techniques, costs and finance
• Cases and examples
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E-COURSE: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

In this e-course we explain what public involvement is and why you should involve the public 
and stakeholders. We will take you through a step-by-step approach for public participation, 
including evaluation. After completing this e-course, you will be able to design your own 
participation process.

Overview
• What is public involvement?
• Why should you involve the public?
• Public Involvement step-by-step?
• Techniques and methods?
• Evaluate public involvement?
• Public involvement for special target groups?

UPCOMING E-COURSES

The available e-courses will be expanded until summer 2016. Go to www.civitas.eu/learning-
centre for the latest overview of available courses.

Coming soon:

• ITS and Network management: how to set up a network management strategy and 
explore what ITS solutions could contribute.

• Gamification: serious games are a fun way to initiate behavioural change. An introduction 
to the concept and tools available.

• Sharing / carpooling: shifting from ‘owning’ to ‘sharing’. Explanation of the sharing trend 
and guidance for putting it into practice.

• Clean buses: explanation of different propulsion technologies and introduction into 
relevant aspects for assessment of technologies.

• Intermodal hubs: interchanges are vital parts of networks and for modal shift policies. 
How can we make them attractive and ensure they support such policies?

• Cycling: learn about developments, monitoring flows and planning for cycling.
• Mobility management for companies: specifically aimed at setting up schemes for 

companies.
• Mobility management for schools: specifically aimed at setting up schemes for schools.

Contact us via learningcentre@civitas.eu for more information.
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TRAININGS

The objective of trainings is to develop personal skills through exchanging knowledge and 
experience and reflecting on this exchange.

Training is given by experts with knowledge on a range of topics. Trainers focus on imparting 
knowledge, but also on cultivating skills. Participants will be asked to bring examples of local 
challenges to the training. 

High-interaction elements will be included in each training such as exchanging local 
challenges, working on an assignment in groups, or site visits.

Where possible trainings will be organised in conjunction with other European urban mobility 
events. 

How to participate?
Go to www.civitas.eu/learning-centre. Registration to trainings may differ as trainings are 
organised in conjunction with other events. Trainings as such are free of charge.

Time required
Trainings may vary in length from between 2 hours to a half day. For each training participants 
may be asked conduct an exercise or follow an e-course as preparation. 

Certification
Participants receive CIVITAS Learning Centre Certificates for a training when (a) a preparation 
activity has been conducted and (b) the exercise during the training has been fulfilled. 

More information?
Contact the CIVITAS Learning Centre via learningcentre@civitas.eu.

TRAINING: MOBILITY MANAGEMENT (OCTOBER 2015)

Objective(s)
This training´s main objective is to share best practices, provide participants with the 
necessary theory and real-life examples that will address knowledge gaps and support cities 
interested in sustainable transport solutions. The focus of the training is Mobility Management 
for Company travel planning, providing participants with a thorough understanding of Mobility 
Management as a cost-efficient method to promote sustainable urban transport. It will include 
a blend of theory, practical tools and exercises designed to provide urban transport 
professionals with new ideas and solutions that can be applied to individual initiatives. In 



addition, the training will address the process of company travel planning in all its aspects and 
examine possible challenges encountered in its implementation.

Overview 
• Trainer: Bart DESMEDT | Expert on sustainable mobility
• Moderator: Sarah MARTENS | Mobiel 21 / CIVITAS CAPITAL

Date, time, location
• 9 October 2015, 9:30h-11:00h, Ljubljana, Slovenia
• This training is part of the CIVITAS Forum 2015 (session 21)

TRAINING: DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE ACCESS 
MANAGEMENT SCHEMES (NOVEMBER 2015)

Objective(s)
This training presents European practices and provides training on designing effective urban 
access management schemes. Such schemes can best contribute to sustainable urban mobility 
goals by developing packages of measures with the following three components: Engineering, 
Enforcement, and Incentives. After this training participants will understand the characteristics 
of Engineering, Enforcement and Incentive-based measures and best practice examples of their 
implementation from European cities, and will be able to use them to suit their local context.

Overview
• Trainers: Teije GORRIS & Willem 

BUIJS | DTV Consultants / CIVITAS 
CAPITAL

• Speaker: Lucy SADLER, Sadler 
Consultants / Accessrestrictions.eu

• Speaker: Peter MARTENS, Q-Park / 
European Parking Association

Date, time, location
• 18 November 2015, 10:00h-14:30h, 

Brussels, Belgium
• In conjunction with Polis Conference

Registration
• Send an email to 

t.gorris@dtvconsultants.nl
• Note: registration to this training 

does not provide entrance to the 
Polis conference

11
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TRAINING: INFLUENCING BEHAVIOUR THROUGH 
GAMIFICATION (FEBRUARY 2016)

Objective(s)
Gamification is an instrument to influence behaviour which has been successfully applied 
in other domains. Recent developments show results in the mobility domain. This training 
will introduce you to the basics of gamification and experiences with the ‘Form5To4’ (F5T4) 
mobility game from the Netherlands. The aim of the game is to encourage employees to 
travel to work more smartly (e.g. by walking, cycling, public transport and car sharing) as 
well as having fun though competing against their friends and colleagues. In return, the 
website gives employees personalised information about how much energy they saved and 
calories burned, as well as the opportunity to win prizes. It’s a simple formula: every week, 
one day smarter commuting.

Overview
• Trainer: Sander BUNINGH | DTV Consultants
• Speaker: experts tbc

Date, time, location
• 18 February 2016, 14:00h-16:00h (tbc), Brussels, Belgium
• In conjunction with final event of MOBI, P2P-Cycle and STARS project

Registration
• Registration to open soon
• Stay up to date and send an email to t.gorris@dtvconsultants.nl
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UPCOMING TRAININGS

The list of trainings will be expanded until summer 2016. Go to www.civitas.eu/learning-centre 
for the latest overview of available trainings.

• Urban distribution: aimed at professionals involved in urban distribution policies. It will 
provide insights into logistics processes and business models and the roles of different 
stakeholders and technologies. The training includes hands-on cases and exercises.

• Cycling 2.0: aimed at professionals involved in cycling measures, promotion, policy 
making. Participants will learn about the latest developments in cycling and planning for 
cycling such as bicycle parking, sharing schemes, ITS for cycling, monitoring and 
modelling. The training includes a field trip in Amsterdam (the Netherlands) and 
interactive exercises to apply theory to practice.

• Evaluation of urban mobility projects: aimed at professionals involved in sustainable 
urban mobility planning, policy making and evaluation or strategy development. Facts and 
figures about impact, costs and benefits are necessary when preparing projects or 
evaluating policies. This training will provide guidance on setting up evaluation schemes 
for mobility projects. Relevant aspects are covered such as indicators, methodologies, 
data availability and acquisition, analysis and interpretation.

• Design of intermodal hubs: aimed at professionals in involved modal shift policies, 
network design, or public transport. Hubs play a vital role in multimodal connectivity. It is 
essential that hubs provide seamless connections between modes and design is an 
important factor. This training will provide practical guidance to practitioners on available 
tools and perspectives on possible interventions in hub design.
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PLACEMENTS

A placement is a short stay in a host city (3-5 days) where cities with experience within a 
specific theme host learning cities’ practitioners. The placement focuses on a concrete 
assignment with clear reference to the learner’s local context and challenges. The emphasis 
lies on ‘do and experience’. Developing new skills is an important goal of a placement. 
Students write a portfolio in which they describe the new skills they have demonstrated during 
the placement.

Transport professionals who want to take part in a placement need to follow a registration 
procedure. Cities that want to be a host need to meet certain requirements as well. 

Current host cities
• City of Koprivnica (Croatia) 
• City of Bristol (United Kingdom)
• City of Madeira (Funchal, Portugal)
• City of Graz (Austria)
• City of Brno (Czech Republic)

Language
In most cases, the language used during the placement will be English. Of course if there is 
a common language between the host and the participating city, the placement can take place 
in that language. In all cases, we will ask the participant to write their application and portfolio 
in English -therefore a minimum level of English is required.

Certificate
Certificates will be awarded for successfully completed placements. 

How to apply?
Go to www.civitas.eu/learning-centre, access Placements and fill out the registration form.

Interested in being a host city? Contact t.gorris@dtvconsultants.nl 
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OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

PARTICIPATE IN A THEMATIC GROUP!

CIVITAS Thematic Groups are created especially to capitalise on all the knowledge that is 
present amongst urban mobility practitioners, professionals and policy makers, but we need 
you to be an active member and share your expertise and vision!

A Thematic Group is an open group of practitioners working in a specific area of sustainable 
urban mobility. There are currently 10 active Thematic Groups:

• Clean Fuels and Vehicles
• Collective Passenger Transport
• Demand Management Strategies
• Mobility Management
• Safety and Security

Each group is supported by a thematic moderator and has a dedicated section on civitas.eu.

What’s in it for you?
By joining a CIVITAS Thematic Group you will be connected to other peers in your field of activity 
and will be involved in a set of collaborative activities like webinars, training workshops, study 
tours, annual meetings, peer review exercises and policy notes. Active members can benefit 
from these activities by suggesting a topic of their interest, asking for a peer review of their 
urban mobility solution, getting support for organising something in their city or taking part 
in events in other leading CIVITAS cities.

More information
www. civitas.eu/thematic-groups-all

CIVITAS ACTIVITY FUND – PREPARE YOUR APPLICATION!

The CIVITAS Initiative is supporting the take-up of sustainable urban mobility measures in 
Europe through an Activity Fund. This co-financing mechanism will encourage the transfer of 
successful measures from ‘pioneer’ cities to ‘take-up’ cities. Co-funding (50%) will be made 
available via four competitive calls between 2014 and 2015. The fourth and final call was 
launched on 1 October, offering a total of € 80,000 in funding for take-up activities on all 8 
CIVITAS measure categories as well as long term evaluation of CIVITAS measures. The 
application deadline for the call is 7 November.

For more information, terms and conditions and the application form, 
visit www.civitas.eu/content/activity-fund or contact activityfund@civitas.eu

• Car-Independent Lifestyles
• Urban Freight Logistics
• Transport Telematics
• Integrated Planning
• Public Involvement

http://www.civitas.eu
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